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Terra Incognita ‐ Foot note to the future.

About 345‐280 million years ago in what we now call the Carboniferous
period the land masses on the planet coalesced into the super continent
Pangaea. This process also formed the beach where that big‐ass lizard
and the artifact were buried during the Permian extinction. After that
Pangaea broke up into two smaller land masses ‐ Laurasia in the
northern hemisphere and Gondwana in the south. To understand the
artifact you need to take this on board. So we continue, the birth of
Gondwana combined with the artifact sets the stage for a series of
events that inexorably draws humankind to an explosive confrontation
that risks our extinction. This possibility however had been seen
generations past. The rocks that made up the great continent were the
oldest on the planet, so were its people.
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In this beginning time we refer to; the ancients of these lands believed
there was guruwari, a ʺseed powerʺ deposited in the earth. This was
what they called the ʺDreamingʺ of a place, and this dreaming
constituted the sacredness of the earth. It was they understood the
beginning of life. They were not wrong. Did they witness the moment
the great southern land took form?
When Australia did form the event was quite defined. If you had been
there you would have easily recognised the exact moment Australia
became a very big Island. It happened at night and during a full moon,
a large swell pushed by storms at sea had been relentlessly chewing
away a small spit of land when at last the waves washed away a thin
slick of sand to rush hissing into what was another ocean. The waters
now joined together two vast oceans setting adrift Australia. It was the
late Jurassic and the great Gondwana had separated from Laurasia as
plate tectonics and continental drift began to spin the land masses.
The Australian Ancients spoke of these times. They said the sky
like the earth had always existed and had always been the home of
supernatural beings. They believed at the beginning of time the earth
was a featureless plain, covered in eternal darkness. Time began when
their totemic ancestors awoke and broke through to the surface of the
earth and their birth place became the first places on earth to be
impregnated with their life and power. Their actions and their
wanderings brought into being all the physical features of the
landscape.
They explained that at length these supernatural beings
wearied and sank back into their first state of eternal sleep. Their
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bodies either vanished into the ground or turned into rocks, trees or
sacred objects. Every place at which the spirit beings had emerged, or
made camp, or returned to sleep, even the tracks made as they
wandered, became charged forever with their sacred power and were
marked eternally by symbols or signs.
In the time of which the ancients referred to, the shallow flicks
of water between the great oceans had deepened, widening a passage
until Antarctica and Australia were no longer one continent, but two
land masses cut adrift. And as the continents parted a new ocean was
born. Great sea mammals chased through the depths, their long beak
like mouths studded with ferocious looking teeth. Already their hind
limbs had begun to shrink back into their bodies and their likeness to
the great whales unmistakable.
It was at this time the ancients describe that Uluru, the
Intelligent Snake from the higher spirit realms of the universe had
brought forth a great rainbow. From this rainbow a huge spirit snake
slithered down to earth. This was Uluru, the Great Rainbow Serpent.
As it travelled throughout the length and breadth of the land it created
as it writhed, the mountains, by pushing the land into many ranges
and isolated areas.
There was no ice then, great forests crowded the shores and
interior of Gondwana land and life was abundant.

Gradually,

Australia drifted to the north, widening the ocean as it pulled away
from the shadows at the bottom of the world. And Antarctica edged
south, coming to rest at the Pole, the earth’s farthest extremity. For the
Ancients, this was the origin of life. During this Dreamtime they
believe the creators made spirits of every living creature including that
of every animal, bird, reptile, insect and form of marine life. Wherever
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they rested the creators left the spirits of living creatures behind them.
But between mythology and geology there was something else
happening that would affect us all today.
As the great lands withdrew their lifeblood mingled. The Sun’s
energy was trapped by the prolific plant life on the land and in the
oceans.

Each dead bacterium and plankton took with it a minute

fraction of that energy it had absorbed during its life time. Swept by
rain and current these dead organisms along with their small captive
stores of energy were washed and mixed together, settling on the
bottom of the ocean. Vast quantities of inorganic particles, laid down
by rivers or precipitated from seas formed deep deposits over the
earlier ones crushing it with incredible weight. The high pressure and
high temperatures manipulated the organic stew into one of man’s
most precious resources.
Antarctica slipped out of sight before the age of grass and the age of
man, lost behind three thousand kilometers of sea. There it would lie
undiscovered for over a million years, out of reach of the apes that
began to lope through the grasses of Africa, out of sight of the
civilizations that surged, ebbed and waned before flourishing again.
Then, thirty five million years before man set foot on the moon,
the great continent Antarctica shuddered. The ground rippled like
water and the rock moved as in waves. The earth heaved and cracked
squeezing upon itself until large pieces of it were forced high into the
sky. When the land was again motionless there was a jagged range of
mountains 3000 kilometers long. Out on the flat lands hot water and
steam hissed from deep fissures in the ground. Nearby, in a shallow
basin near the foothills, lay the South Pole and at that time it basked
under the warm glow of the summer sun. There was no ice and the soft
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flowering annuals bent gently in the afternoon breeze. But it was cold
on the distant peaks of the new mountains. Snow began to drift down
in the high thin air. It didn’t melt but softly smothered the newly
exposed rock.
When the sun shone once again upon the jagged slopes the
harsh clean white surface reflected its warmth clinging with cold
arrogance to its new home. Storm followed storm, the snow hardening
into ice gathering in mass and volume until under its own weight it
began to move. The sluggish glaciers then dragged their white bellies
onto the land beyond, sliding into deep valleys filling them,
smothering the pole riding up and over hills, edging out to overwhelm
the plains eventually even defeating the warm waters which were the
very last to disappear from view. Beneath the white sheet no life
remained. Gone were the small berry eating marsupials, the crocodiles
that dominated the coastal estuaries and the 6ft tall flightless birds that
feared few predators, nothing survived but bare rock.
Over five, ten perhaps twenty million years the seasons cooled.
The growing ice cap was a mirror to the sun, reflecting its brightness,
casting back its offering of warmth. As the seasons followed each
other, so layers of ice slid one on top of the other, until thousands of
feet deep, pushing itself out in one solid mass into the southern ocean
far from the shores of its birth.

The enormous ice dome rose steeply

from the coast flattening to a plateau in the interior over 4km above sea
level.
Beneath the cold Antarctic Ocean, the inorganic material from
these once rich lands had now long since hardened and had become
compacted to form sedimentary rock.

Yet the energy from that

previous abundance lived on. Dead organisms had decomposed to
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form massive deposits of oils and gas. Trapped in the heavier but
porous rock the more buoyant oil and gas began to seek its own level,
moving upwards and sideways through seepage and capillary action.
The oil and gas was not to reach the surface easily though and was
trapped by a layer of nearly impermeable rock. The upheaval of many
million years earlier and the pressure of the ice depressing the rocky
surface, eventually cracked a layer of this rock allowing the oil to
escape through a fissure underneath the white continent and up
towards its surface. On reaching the rock surface it was once again
stopped, sealed by 15,670 feet of ice in a huge sub glacial trench. As
the aeons passed the ice moved and the rock twisted, but the oil
remained plugged by the enormous pressure of ice. So great was the
pressure that the underlying bedrock surface of the great continent was
depressed below sea level. If the ice were removed it would have risen
above sea level.
10,000 years ago the Creator decided to manifest on earth (Tya) as a man. He sent a
message by telepathy to all living things to gather at Moon Lake (Lake Narran) to
wait for him to appear. He asked them to clear the ground and there he made a circle
representing his body, out of which all life comes. The circle was called a Bora.

In an endless tail chase the winds circled Antarctica driving huge
swells in the ocean, thirty meters high that would later set ships
bobbing like corks and sending many to icy graves.

Like broken

shards of glass, the ice loosed by the storms packed the Ross Sea, the
chilled waters above the anticline stilled and froze, one hundred and
twenty years before man first sighted the frozen land.
By the time man arrived, the white continent had guarded her
secret with an impenetrable barrier of moving ice, his arrival
punctuated with his normal grace and caring. The snowy white surface
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was sprayed with the blood of his hapless victims. Carcasses of dead
seals littered the ice flows and the mournful cry of whales echoed in
the depths as they struggled against the barbed harpoons buried deep
in their backs. In his unrelenting quest man traversed the frozen
deserts of Terra Incognita challenging the environment and seeking its
riches.

From tall ships to drill bits, the pillage of Antarctica was inevitable driven by Russian and Chinese
desire for energy and minerals
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Antarctic‐Today
Today, the Antarctic ice cap forms the largest body of fresh water in
the world. Ninety percent of our fresh water supply is locked up in
7.25 million cubic miles (30 million cubic kilometers) of glacial ice on
the southern continent. If all of this ice were to melt, the height of the
earthʹs oceans‐‐sea level‐‐would rise 160‐200 feet (50‐60 m).
In 1961, the Antarctic Treaty took effect with signatures from
the twelve countries who participated in the IGY. The treaty is a
surprisingly short and simple document, but it was one of the most
successful international agreements ever made. It dealt with issues
regarding the future of Antarctica and recognized for that moment in
time, that “It is in the best interest of all mankind that Antarctica shall
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continue to be used forever for peaceful purposes and shall not become
the scene or object of international discord.”
The Antarctic Treaty was supposed to guarantee four things:


Antarctica will remain open for scientific research to nations
who agree to the treaty.



No military bases can be built on the continent.



There will be no testing of nuclear weapons or dumping of
nuclear waste in Antarctica.



No claims of ownership are recognized or denied, and no new
claims of ownership can be made.

Since the treaty took effect numerous other countries signed on and
members added laws to protect Antarctic plants and animals. In 1991,
the treaty was further strengthened by the Protocol on Environmental
Protection which defines Antarctica as a ʺnatural reserve devoted to peace
and science.ʺ Today, scientists maintain year‐round research stations
throughout Antarctica but it remains an untamed wilderness. But
today is today and tomorrow another. Things change, especially when
energy comes into the equation. As far back as 2011 the warning signs
were already clearly painted on the wall.
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Australia urged to stake claim in Antarctica
ABC August 12, 2011
An expert says Australia needs to increase its presence in Antarctica so it can have a say in
what happens to the frozen continent's resources.
Australia claims sovereignty over almost half of it, with Argentina and Chile dividing
the rest, though that claim is not internationally recognised.
In fact, most of the stations on Australia's claimed territory belong to other major powers
like China and Russia.
That is a problem, according to a new policy paper from the Lowy Institute, because
Antarctica is also thought to have the world's third‐largest oil reserves.
Global competition for these resources is considered inevitable once the treaty
forbidding resource exploitation runs out in 2048.
Rory Medcalf, director of the International Security Program at the Lowy Institute, says
powerful countries are taking more interest in Antarctica's resource potential.
"We've seen activity in the Arctic in recent years, particularly from Russia, China,
Canada," he said.
"The question is beginning to rise: what about the resource potential of Antarctica?"
"This is many years off in terms of exploitation, but preparations seem to be beginning to
get underway now."
Mr Medcalf says there are signs Russia, China and the United States are already
expressing interest in Antarctica.
"The question is that countries like Australia, that established claims a long time ago over
much of this territory, do not actually have much presence in Antarctica," he said.
"We have three stations that are beginning to get out of date in certain ways; we don't
have a presence inland in Antarctica; we don't have year‐round [presence] to territory
that we claim.
"So when the review does inevitably come up in 2048, countries like Australia are going
to potentially have quite a weak negotiating position if we don't start increasing our
presence and profile now."
Mr Medcalf says Australia should start sending more ships and researchers to Antarctica.
"Australia needs to invest more in logistics. At the moment we have one ship that can
access Antarctica, and that ship is currently on loan to the Navy because the Navy's
amphibious lift is in such a woeful state," he said.
"If we don't establish a clearer scientific and surveying presence in Antarctica, then by
2048, when the Madrid Protocol is up for review, Australia's claim is going to look quite
tenuous indeed."
World events of course don’t necessarily wait for the tidy transpiration of treaties
when national sovereignty is at risk, the stage was set
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Black Rain, the Uturuncu Affect
Everything contains an essence or spirit that has its beginnings in the Dreamtime.
Each clan has its totem. Each person descended from one of these spirits and possessed
some of its life force. The spirit it descended from is the person’s totem. Now there is
the coming of the end times of one dimension as we enter another. We will see black
rain as this comes upon us.‐ Aboriginal folklore

Uturuncu is a nearly 20,000‐foot‐high (6,000 meters) stratovolcano in
southwest Bolivia. Uturuncu in Quechua language means “puma”.
Scientists discovered at the turn of the century the volcano was
inflating with astonishing speed, blowing up like a giant balloon under
a wide disc of land some 43 miles (70 kilometers) across. Satellite data
revealed the region was inflating by 1 to 2 centimeters (less than an
inch) per year and had been doing so for decades at least. It was one of
the fastest uplifting volcanic areas on Earth. Scientists figured out from
the inflation rate that the pocket of magma beneath the volcano was
growing by about 27 cubic feet (1 cubic meter) per second.
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ʺThatʹs about 10 times faster than the standard rate of magma chamber
growth you see for large volcanic systems,ʺ
Uturuncu is surrounded by one of the densest concentration of
super volcanoes on the planet, all of which fell silent some 1 million
years ago. Super volcanoes get their name because they erupt with
such power that they typically spew out 1,000 times more material, in
sheer volume, than a volcano like Mount St. Helens. Modern human
civilization has never witnessed such an event. The planetʹs most
recent super volcanic eruption happened about 74,000 years ago in
Indonesia. Big volcanoes traditionally hoard magma for about 300,000
years before they blow — and Uturuncu had last erupted about 300,000
years ago.
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